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As a PhD student, I had the privilege to meet Alec Banghamshowing us a milk-like suspension that he obtained byexposing phospholipids to water. The turbid suspensionwas made of vesicles in which an aqueous volume is entirelyenclosed by a bilayer made of lipid molecules. I did notrealize that this was a unique moment in the landmark ofbiomembrane history and a milestone for drug delivery.Liposomes were born.
Their exclusive properties of rapidly sequester small andlarge molecules and being easily decorated with specifictargets, opened the way to a novel and extraordinary drugdelivery concept never achieved before. Liposomes allow site-targeting, sustained and/orcontrolled release, protection of drugs from degradation and clearance, superior therapeuticeffects and lower toxic side effects. Experiments carried out on animals were quite promisingand clinical tests were of course, the final objective. Altogether with our team in Brussels, wedemonstrated that liposomes can be safely injected intravenously in patients and interestingly,liposomes allow the administration of water-insoluble material1,2. Intravenous injection inpatients, was a new crucial step and opened nanomedicine as a new way to envisage treatingpatients. Consequently, several liposomal drug products were successfully approved and usedin clinics over the last decades. The next step was to extend the Trojan horse concept initiatedby Gregory Gregoriadis, towards the encapsulation of genetic material (DNA and RNA).Although encapsulation was possible, the yield was extremely low. Figuring out how to deliverthese nucleic acid therapies -either DNA or RNA- into cells, was a major challenge and requiredsomething more sophisticated than a conventional liposome. The landscape changedcompletely with the discovery of a DNA-transfection protocol that makes use of a syntheticcationic lipid. Small unilamellar liposomes containing cationic lipids interacts spontaneouslywith DNA to form lipid–DNA complexes with a 100 % entrapment of the DNA3. Since then,several companies contributed to the development of new cationic lipids as cellular in vivotransfection agent.

The invention of cationic liposome-forming lipids (which are non-existent in nature) triggered aboom in the area of gene therapy during the 1990s. Cationic liposomes emerged as valuablealternative to viral transfection vectors, gene therapy companies were founded and numerousclinical trials have been conducted. Indeed, cationic lipids were absolutely essential for COVID-vaccines, since fragile mRNA molecules used in COVID-19 vaccines can’t get into cells on their
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own. Without these lipid shells, there would be no mRNA vaccines neither lipid nanoparticles(LNPs) would be going into millions of arms over the course of the years. Undeniably thisestablished an unprecedented success for the lipid field, a consequence of course of the hardwork carried during the last 50 years.
Nevertheless, nanomedicine is still in its infancy and there is an urgent need to explore newcompetences with the aim of advance in the development of new therapeutic modalities.
As a participant throughout this fascinating technological revolution and as a team member ofLifesome Therapeutics, I feel enthusiastic and honoured to contribute to the development of theonly one market-available therapeutic nanocarrier made of a single lipid compound, that can bedecorated with any active molecule and safely administered as nanotube or liposome, amongother possible structural conformations. I am convinced that this will lead to promisingadvancements in oncotherapy, in the battle against antibiotic resistance and potentially amongmany other therapeutic areas.
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